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Awesome writeup on the story of the Hennessey M750 vs. Hyundai Turbos. I would imagine the same logic can be applied to aero'd wheels vs. the stock setup. While the M750 is expensive, it is a fantastic package and delivers insane power and torque numbers and shows what can be achieved
with more budget. The Hennessey M750 has a 662 horsepower V10 motor under the hood and is capable of 1.4 seconds to 60 mph. Of course there are a myriad of other factors that affect your daily driving needs which are more important than sheer horsepower and output, but for a good
application of a solid rule of thumb, it helps. The turbos appear to be the stock ones, whereas I believe the XHP is a swap turbo. Both are good, but the XHP is set up for higher boost and will definitely perform better. You can do a swapping service out of a XHP with a Traton, or if you have your
own TT turbo, it'd be nice to have an upgrade over the stock thing. The HSH is about $40+ for the most common option list. The CPP III is about $20 more which will deliver the same results. The CPP is obviously just as good as the HSH, although its strictly optional and up to preference. The JB4,
while I've never heard of them, are offered at some of the more popular importer turbo upgrades companies. They offer the same warranty and are an easy upgrade if the stock CPP doesn't suit your needs. But, if you want the best, stick with the HSH. These guys are the best. when you look at a
jb4 flash tune, it is purely a turbo application. there is nothing in it for the dme or the intake air system, abs, etc. if you have a piggyback that comes with these added features, then you are looking for more than just a turbo application. you want a jb4 which adds mhd or a mhd which adds a
piggyback feature.
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hello guys, is there anyone who can advise me on the n54 mhd flashing. i have a x5 and have recently installed a mhd flash tune on the n54. i have noticed that the bmws that have had the mhd flash tune perform exceptionally well at the track in terms of speed and top speed. i am very
concerned about losing my n54 mhd flash tune due to the fact that when i send my car to bmw for service they will have no idea what tune i have and will potentially void my warranty. please help. thanks in advance. my car is a 07 335xi with the sunroof. i have the mhd tune on it and absolutely

love it. i've run the mhd flash on it to gain boost for track use and it has helped it a lot. it runs nice and smooth with no turbo lag whatsoever. on the track it's just terrifying. i'm thinking about swapping my ecu to the one that came with my car and then going to a tune like mhd to gain some
boost, top speed and also be able to tune the car for street use. as mentioned earlier, flash tunes add a few options, such as more aggressive fueling and ignition timing, that increase the potential power of the engine. for this reason, flash tunes are usually a good choice for those looking to

upgrade their turbos to the next level. a few things to note: there is no replacement for proper tuning. each tune is a compromise that makes the engine run better at a lower boost level. with more and more aggressive tunes, the engine will typically produce more power at low boost levels. for
this reason, careful monitoring of the tuning is crucial. you cannot expect to push your turbo to the max without knowing your engine. 5ec8ef588b
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